
Stucco  Travertino
New Concept: a new piece of furnishing

The Decorative System Traventino plaster new concept discovers and values the
aristocratic effect of the famous Italian Marble with an absolutely innovative style.

It a wall finish that allows you to obtain tones, colors and a sensation which up to
now was not obtainable with traventino.

The elegant aspect of extraordinary beauty renders Traventino new concept ideally
for high prestige surroundings.

The tradition however is saved… there are numerous classical stone colors obtained
with a simple coloring system

Nahir
Effect Rigato

Nahir
Effect Crackle

METHODS OF APPLICATION
Surface preparation; Apply one coat of Primer RV, which adheres well on cement, ceramic and hard wall
board ,(photo n.1) with a paint brush on a perfectly level smooth and clean surface.
Application : Let it dry for at least 24 hours and apply the first coat of Traventino with a stainless steal float
covering the entire surface evenly (photo n.2); before it is completely dry apply the second coat of Traventino
(photo n.3) and immediately go over the surface with a sponge Roller in order to create a crisping effect
(photo n.4). Then with a stainless steel float create the smooth part of Traventino as is clearly illustrated in
(photo n.5) leave it to set for about 5 minutes and then with a flat trowel go over the entire surface scratching
in horizontal directions in order to obtain the Travertino finish desired (photo n.6). When the entire surface has
been completed go back over it pressing it with a perfectly clean stainless trowel in order to shine only the
smooth parts of the surface (photo n.7).  After 24 hours apply 1 coat of Arthe Wax Narurale
colored with a sponge or a sponge float (photo n.8) and straightaway give it a shine.
Packaging and cover:
Traventino : sizes: 1quart, 1 gallon, 2 gallons, 4 gallons,              cover: 13 to 15 sqft / quart
Wax: sizes: 1quart, 1 gallon,                                                           cover:  145 to 155 sqft / quart
This Information is based on our best technical and practical knowledge. However, since the actual conditions
in which the products are used beyond our direct control, we provide no guarantee as to effectiveness of the
advice and suggestions contained herein. If in doubt, it is advisable to conduct preliminary tests and/or call our
technical service. For more information, please call: 1-866-452-9982   www.paintandplasters.com
Natural products with low VOC. Resist aggression by moulds and bacteria

R41– Risk of serious damage to eye
S2– Keep out for  the reach of children
S25-Avoid contacts with eyes
S26-In case in contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical advice.
S36/39-wear suitable protective clothing and eye face protections
S46-If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately and show this container or label.
Danger labeling under directives 67/548CEE and 1999/45/CEE and following amendments and adjustments
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